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In current clinical practice, assessment of 
wounds mostly relies on visual evaluation by 
physicians and clinical staff.1 As a result, the 

assessment is largely subjective and presents a 
major opportunity to explore the use of emergent 
technologies. Visual evaluation of wounds, the cur-
rent gold standard, has served us well but is clearly 
not the future of wound care. Key limitations 
include heavy reliance of experience and subjec-
tive variations. Current imaging modalities offer a 
more in-depth assessment of the wound bed and 
its surroundings. The ability to obtain 3-dimen-
sional (3D) visualization of the structure as well 
as function of the wound bed provides informa-
tion of significant clinical relevance. Most of these 

technologies, in their initial stages, require a level 
of technical expertise that may not be readily 
available in the wound clinics. However, a number 
of such technologies have advanced to a state of 
simplicity that they are being presented as turn-
key solutions for clinical applications. It is impor-
tant to recognize here that as more such platforms 
enter the clinic, there will be issues related to the 
interface between technology and clinical staff. 
Indeed, there will be a burden to train and adjust 
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such measurements into the clinical workflow rou-
tine. It is therefore understandable that introduc-
tion of such innovation into the clinical practice 
environment will frequently encounter resistance 
as it is likely to initially slow down operations and 
place additional demands on staff.

In this brief review article, it is our goal to 
uphold the power of imaging in the wound clinic. 
On one hand, these platforms will introduce a 
more objective approach to wound care. On the 
other hand, they are likely to generate novel obser-
vations that would question common practices 
and even introduce a paradigm shift in wound 
care research. Here, we discuss developments in 
noninvasive cutaneous imaging platforms that are 
likely to be of impact in clinical care. This study is 
intended to be of value to a clinical audience who 
are not imaging experts, yet would like to con-
sider options in applying emergent technology to 
clinical care and research.

WOUND DIMENSION AND CLOSURE
Ideally, assessment of cutaneous wound 

should include length, breadth, and depth mea-
surements. Depending on the location and varia-
tion in wound contours, linear measurements may 
not be reliable. In case of acute burn injury, burn 
depth assessment is important in determining the 
strategy for care.2 Furthermore, changes in the 
depth of burn injury over time are an important 
predictor of burn conversion and may thus inform 
clinical care plan. Indeterminate depth burns are 
commonly encountered challenges for burn sur-
geons, and in our burn center it is estimated that 
75% of indeterminate depth burns are ultimately 
found to be full-thickness injury. Current clinical 
practice relies on waiting and visual assessment for 
the burn to declare before any decision to excise 
and graft is taken.3 It is estimated that in a clini-
cal care setting, only 64% to 76% of cases benefit 
from reliable visual inspection.4 The current gold 
standard of accurate assessment of burn depth 
relies on invasive histological approaches for 
which tissue biopsies must be obtained.5,6 Impor-
tantly, such biopsy may not represent the complex 
heterogeneous properties of the much larger 
wound. Excessive biopsies of the wound involve 
burdening the patient,7 additional trauma, and 
pose risks that may complicate the healing pro-
cess.5,6 Three-dimensional assessment of the spa-
tiotemporal changes in wounds, both acute and 
chronic, represents a compelling clinical need 
and can be met by a number of emergent tech-
nologies. Those that are simple in approach and 

are likely to be friendly to the clinical end user are 
discussed below.

ASSESSMENT OF WOUND DIMENSION

Optical Imaging
Wound area measurement is commonly used 

to assess wound closure over time. Accuracy and 
reproducibility of this manual process are low.8 
Advanced solutions are therefore being provided 
by platforms where high-resolution digital photog-
raphy, widely supported by smart phones, is sup-
ported by advanced software.9 Such approaches 
continue to be confounded by factors such as vari-
able lighting conditions, distance to the objects, 
and quality of images that are often not tightly 
controlled in a clinical care environment. Current 
smart phones, supported by high-resolution cam-
era, play a major role in the assessment of wound 
size and documentation. Professional grade per-
formance of the camera is further enhanced by 
apps developed on Java language and OpenCV 
library platforms. These apps are therefore readily 
compatible with a wide array of mobile operating 
systems (i.e., Android and iOS operating systems). 
Various user friendly apps are commercially avail-
able9 for use by wound care clinical staff. If used 
appropriately, digital photographs may be cor-
rected for attributes such as brightness and shot 
angle. Numerous commercially available apps 
include algorithm designed to automatically cal-
culate wound area based on image segmentation 
and thresholding.9,10 Other convenient features 
such as automatic calculation of change in wound 
size compared with the last visit are helpful in the 
process of clinical decision. Based on appearance, 
images can be recognized, say well-perfused ver-
sus necrotic tissue.11,12

As 3D photography using smart phone plat-
forms is becoming common, a few wound imag-
ing products in the market such as E-Kare and 
Silhouette offer the opportunity for 3D photogra-
phy of wounds.13 Although the claim is that these 
technologies can address the important issue of 
wound depth, it is important to acknowledge their 
limitations. First, the field of view being limited, 
these platforms may not be best suited for large 
burns. For such applications, it is important that 
the system allows the acquisition of multiple digi-
tal images, which then would seamlessly integrate 
into one large image presenting the clinician with 
a simplified solution minimizing disruption of the 
clinical work flow. The proposed solution would 
also be helpful to address body contours where 
photographs may be acquired at different planes, 
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yet the software algorithm would include stereo-
photogrammetry14 such that the physician may 
visualize a flat image of the large wound across 
different planes of the body. Second, some of the 
above-mentioned platforms include a digital cam-
era equipped with lasers.15 The advantage is that 
the laser tracks are automatically adjusted for cam-
era distance, angle, and for curvature of the skin 
surface. The disadvantage, however, is that the 
laser has weak penetration power of 1 to 2 mm, 
which is reasonable to estimate body contour but 
not effective in the assessment of deep wounds. 
Therefore, current technologies available to 
assess wound depth largely rely on photography. 
Therefore, these technologies cannot see through 
a scab or other elements obstructing the line of 
vision. Measuring the true depth of a wound will 
require a noninvasive and safe technology plat-
form that can image inches beyond what meets 
the eye. Ultrasound imaging is well suited for that 
purpose.16

Harmonic Ultrasound Imaging
Four decades ago, ultrasound was used to 

measure wound depth using pulse-echo mode.17 
Ultrasonic techniques quantify physical parame-
ters of biological tissue through measurements of 
acoustic propagation properties such as velocity, 
attenuation, absorption, and scattering.18 Ultra-
sound imaging utilizes high-frequency sound 
waves to generate images of the skin tissue via a 
pulse-echo sequence.7 Visualization of 3D struc-
tures up to a depth of several inches is therefore 
possible making ultrasound imaging a powerful 
tool to study full-thickness wounds. Pulses gener-
ated by ultrasound transducer pass through tis-
sue and reflect back producing echoes. A B-mode 
image is generated by the echoes of reflected and 
scattered ultrasound waves from tissue boundar-
ies and within tissues. Brightness of the B-mode 
image is a manifestation of the amplitude of the 
echo.19 Noise artifacts and clutter representing 
undesirable echoes from tissue interfaces may be 
addressed by the use of harmonics, which mark-
edly improves image quality (Fig. 1). This is possi-
ble because limiting the imaging to the harmonic 
range eliminates much of the near-field artifacts 
associated with typical ultrasound imaging.

Elastography is a dynamic technique that uses 
ultrasound to noninvasively assess the mechani-
cal stiffness of tissue by measuring tissue distor-
tion in response to external stretch.20,21 A topical 
transducer applies mechanical stress on the tis-
sue by alternative compression and decompres-
sion of the skin, and this stress, measured as axial 

displacement of tissue, is visualized as an elasto-
gram. The color-coded elastogram shows soft tis-
sue with high strain in red. Intermediate-stiffness 
tissue with equal strain is seen in green, and hard 
tissue with negligible strain is shown in blue. Such 
data can be semiquantitated using a visual scoring 
system based on the colors or using strain-ratio 
measurements usually provided in the elastogra-
phy software.22 Harmonic ultrasonic techniques 
are powerful for the analysis of skin wounds in par-
ticular. Because of the low depth of penetration 
required, lower frequencies can be used, permit-
ting higher spatial resolution of the sample being 
analyzed. High spatial resolution enables the visual-
ization of the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous 
fat and the muscle layer. [See Figure, Supplemental 
Digital Content 1, which shows tissue elastography 
enabled visualization of the existing and nascent 
tissue color-coded for their biomechanical prop-
erties. Noblus ultrasound system (Hitachi-Aloka 
Medical, Ltd., Wallingford, Conn.) was used in this 
imaging. Doppler tissue elastography imaging fea-
ture of this system uses the stretching of the tissue 
when the probe touched the skin and measures the 
stiffness based on the tissue displacement. A, H&E-
stained section of pig skin. B, Tissue stiffness was 
measured. Skin adipose and muscle can be identi-
fied based on the color code. The color-coded scale 
bar represents the degree of tissue hardness. C, 

Fig. 1. Ultrasound imaging of wounds. The noble application of 
the B-mode imaging of ultrasound is that it enables the non-
invasive depth and size calculation accurately. Image shows a 
mouse wound created with a 6-mm punch biopsy on the dorsal 
skin and was sutured by a 10-mm circular silicon stent. The mea-
surements of wound depth (purple line) and wound size (green 
dashed line) are shown. The areas marked with white dotted 
lines are regions below the silicon stent showing the restriction 
in transmitting the ultrasound waves into the tissue. A tissue 
bulge can be seen at the wound site, which is because of the 
pressure in the absence of skin. B-mode image was color-coded 
using Matlab program to distinguish the areas of interest clearly.
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Representative images of formalin-fixed paraffin-
embedded biopsy tissue sections (5 μm) of normal 
and wounded skin (day 42) that were stained using 
Masson’s trichrome method. Scale bar = 4 mm. Skin 
hardness and elasticity of the wound were mapped 
over time as the wound heals,7 http://links.lww.com/
PRS/B811.] Color-coded elastography is effective in 
visualizing wound epithelialization where nascent 
tissue is typically seen in green (Fig. 2). In burn 
wounds, harmonic ultrasound imaging is capable 
of visualizing burn thickness (Fig. 2) and occlusion 
of vascular perforators (Fig. 3). Importantly, it may 
be utilized to monitor the progression of burn con-
version to full thickness informing the clinical care 
plan. Harmonic ultrasound may cover large areas 
of injury, and is rapid and noninvasive. In addition, 
the same system may be used to study wound perfu-
sion as addressed below.7

ASSESSMENT OF FUNCTIONAL WOUND 
CLOSURE

Clinically, wound closure is defined by skin 
reepithelialization without drainage or dressing 
requirements confirmed at 2 consecutive study 
visits 2 weeks apart.23 Such definition relies on 
visual assessment of the wound and has been 
called to question in light of a recent publication 
demonstrating that under certain conditions the 
repaired skin may not possess barrier function.24 
In other words, it is possible that a wound may be 
covered with epithelium, but that the repaired 
skin is functionally deficient.24 Thus, although 
such wound is physically closed, it is functionally 
open. Such functional deficit of the skin will allow 
entry of microorganisms and aeroallergens25 and 
may result in postclosure wound complications 
such as recurrence and dehiscence. In patients 

Fig. 2. Tissue elastography enabled visualization of the existing and nascent tissue color-coded 
for their biomechanical properties. Noblus ultrasound system (Hitachi-Aloka Medical Inc., Japan) 
was used in this imaging. Doppler tissue elastography imaging feature of this system uses the 
stretching of the tissue when the probe touched the skin and measures the stiffness based on 
the tissue displacement. Color maps of the elasticity of the burn wound in pig tissue over time. 
Asterisks (d21–d42 images) mark the presence of cavitation area.7

http://links.lww.com/PRS/B811
http://links.lww.com/PRS/B811
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with wounds involving large total body surface 
area, commonly seen in burn injury, large area 
of dysfunctional skin may cause systemic compli-
cations.25 Skin barrier function is measured by 
transepidermal water loss.24,26–30 Biofilm-infected 
wounds may not show any difference in the rate of 
wound closure, but the repaired skin is function-
ally compromised displaying high transepidermal 
water loss (TEWLhi).24 To assess functional wound 
closure, measurement of wound dimension as 
addressed above should be complemented with 
the assessment of transepidermal water loss.

ASSESSMENT OF WOUND PERFUSION
In adult skin, the process of neovascularization 

remains dormant while retaining the ability to ini-
tiate inducible angiogenesis, especially in response 
to injury.31 Under physiological conditions, the 
process of angiogenesis is tightly regulated. 
Although disruption of the vasculature caused by 
injury induces angiogenic processes, completion 
of tissue repair is associated with regression of the 
excessive vasculature that was necessary to support 
the hypermetabolic healing tissue.32 In response 
to wounding, the production of new blood vessels 
from the preexisting vessels is accompanied by an 
increase in vascular permeability.33,34 At the wound 
bed, the newly formed blood vessels play a criti-
cal role in providing nutrients and oxygen to the 
granulation tissue.35 Wound revascularization may 
be impaired by local as well as systemic factors. In 
acute wounds such as burn injury in an otherwise 
healthy person, factors such as infection may limit 
angiogenesis.36 This often leads to graft loss in case 
of full-thickness burn wound.

Tissue oxygen saturation is a surrogate marker 
of wound perfusion.37 Ankle brachial index and 
transcutaneous oxygen measurement are the two 
clinically used methods for measuring vascular 
supply to the wound tissue.38,39 However, both 
these methods provide point measurement and 
are thus not suitable to address the perfusion sta-
tus over the entire wound area. Current clinically 
applicable imaging platforms applicable for the 
study of wound perfusion are discussed below.

Hyperspectral Imaging of Partial Oxygen 
Saturation

Hyperspectral imaging, also known as the imag-
ing spectrometer, is an advanced form of spectros-
copy that provides a 2D tissue oxygenation map 
using multiple wavelengths of light varying from 
410 to 950 nm.40 This technology is versatile and 
has many possible biomedical and even military 
applications.40,41 The unique spectral properties of 
oxy- and deoxy-Hb provide the basis of hyperspec-
tral imaging of tissue oxygen saturation.42 Unique 
spectral signatures of oxygenated red blood cells 
(RBCs with oxyhemoglobin) and deoxygenated 
RBCs (RBCs with deoxyhemoglobin) result in 
a spectral shift as the oxygenation of the tissue 
changes. Such spectral shift may be rapidly and 
highly sensitively detected.43,44 Data obtained from 
the wound tissue are compared with standardized 
data for these molecules, resulting in a color-
coded image. A color bar legend helps understand 
the levels of wound tissue oxygenation (Fig. 4). A 
major advantage of this technique is flexibility in 
scaling the region of interest (ROI) using a tiling 
approach. However, skin color, blood concentra-
tion, adipose content, and ambient illumination 
may introduce significant variability.45 Clinically, 
the hyperspectral imaging has been used to study 
skin microcirculation and muscle metabolism of 
the diabetic foot.44 Technically, the hyperspectral 
imaging platform is fraught with 3 major chal-
lenges.40 First, because the hyperspectral imaging 
datasets are large, they are not compatible with 
video streaming of real-time acquisition. Because 
higher spectral and spatial resolution and a larger 
database of tissue spectra provide more spatial and 
spectral information and may potentially capture 
more subtle spectral and spatial variations of dif-
ferent tissue types, compression of data set is not 
simple. Second, hyperspectral imaging requires 
rapid computational processing of large datasets. 
Such complexity is a barrier to producing low-cost 
end-user-friendly devices. The third challenge is 
to create a spectral database for molecular bio-
markers and different tissue types.

Fig. 3. Ultrasound imaging of the skin vasculature. Doppler 
ultrasound protocol in artery showing thrombosis as indicated 
by arrow. Vevo2100 ultrasound imaging system (Visualsonics, 
Toronto, Canada) with frequency ultrasound linear array probe 
of frequency 40 MHz was used for image acquisition.
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Fluorescent Vascular Angiography
The fluorescent dye indocyanine green (ICG) 

is common used to visualize tissue perfusion dur-
ing surgery.46 Using this approach, surgeons may 
visually assess and objectively analyze the qual-
ity of blood flow in real time intraoperatively.46 
This technology is now available for the study of 
wound perfusion.46 This platform has several prac-
tical advantages, including a turn-key device that 
is friendly for use by clinical staff.47 ICG binds to 
the lipids of lipoprotein complexes, resulting in 
more intense fluorescence than ICG bound to, 
for example, free cholesterol.47 The absorption 
spectrum of ICG lies within the “optical window” 
of the skin at 600 to 900 nm. Light excited near 
the infrared range (760–805 nm) is absorbed with 
fluorescence emission around 835 to 845 nm. 
This allows tissue penetration up to 10 mm in 
depth, capturing the vasculature in the deep der-
mal plexus and subcutaneous fat without the risk 
for damage to the tissue. Coupling of solid-state 

illumination with high-resolution, real-time imag-
ing using sophisticated camera technology pro-
duces clinically relevant images of blood flow in 
vessels and microvessels. ICG fluorescence imag-
ing may also indirectly estimate burn depth.48,49

Some disadvantages of ICG fluorescence imag-
ing include the injection of ICG dye, which makes 
the procedure invasive.50 Although toxicity of ICG 
is classified as low, it is not without risks during 
pregnancy. ICG is held to be of minor toxicity. 
In extreme rare cases, slight side effects of ICG 
have been reported in humans.51 In rare cases, 
effects such as anaphylactic shock, hypotension, 
tachycardia, dyspnea, and urticaria have been 
noted. Apart from these adverse biological effects 
in patients, there can be significant variations in 
fluorescence due to pulsatile flow, recirculation 
of dye, and injection artifacts. Hyperfluorescence 
is usually attributed to abnormal blood vessels 
with leakage or pooling of dye. Hypofluorescence 
may also occur due to abnormal vascular filling 

Fig. 4. In persons with leg amputation, the prosthetic limb attachment causes significant pressure 
at the site of attachment, resulting in altered skin homeostasis in the residual limb. Hyperspectral 
imaging and LSI were collected from areas of high and low stress within the prosthetic socket 
on above the knee patients during pre- and postactivity. (Left) The numbers (1, 2, and 3) indicate 
the order in which the measurements are taken and the number designation for each region 
(right, above) Oxy-hemoglobin (OxyHb) maps were acquired using hyperspectral imaging system 
(Hypermed, Inc., Burlington, Mass.) from above-knee-matched ROI (red-dotted box in left panel; 
number 2 position) in sound and residual limb at rest before liner/socket donning (preactivity) 
and postactivity. The color-coded maps show variation in tissue oxygen saturation blue as low 
oxygenated and red as highly oxygen saturated tissue, as shown in the color bar. (Right, below) 
Laser speckle perfusion images of the same ROI are shown in right, above panel. The numbers in 
the right panels indicate the oxygen saturation and perfusion values.
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as well.52 Noninvasive imaging of perfusion with-
out the need for any injection may be achieved by 
laser speckle imaging (LSI).

LSI of Microvessels
Laser speckle contrast imaging or LSI uses a 

785-nm laser to illuminate the wound tissue. The 
area is marked by another 650-nm laser. Both lasers 
are safe to work without eye protection. When the 
ROI is illuminated, the backscattered light forms 
a random interference pattern consisting of light 
and dark areas. This constitutes speckle pattern.53 
If the illuminated object is static, the speckle pat-
tern is stationary. In case of an object in motion, 
such as RBCs in a tissue, the speckle pattern will 
change over time. Depending on the degree of 
movement, the level of blurring will differ. The 
more movement, the more blurred will be the 
corresponding speckle pattern. The level of blur-
ring is quantified by the speckle contrast, creating 
a speckle pattern to visualize tissue microcircula-
tion in real time by an advanced CCD camera. The 
camera records the changes in the speckle pattern 
at a speed of up to 100 images per second and up 
to 1388 × 1038 pixels per image. By analyzing the 
fluctuations in speckle contrast, blurred microves-
sels are color-coded to generate perfusion maps 
of the tissue. This system has a precision of ±4% 
(motility standard) and a perfusion unit of ±3 
(zero perfusion). Blood perfusion is expressed as 
arbitrary perfusion units. LSI can be performed at 
standard resolution (for large measurement areas 
up to 24 × 24 cm, with a flexible working distance 
of 10–40 cm) or at high resolution (for small mea-
surement areas up to 0.2 × 0.27 cm, with a fixed 
working distance of 10 cm). The high-resolution 
LSI visualizes the details of 20 µm/pixel (Fig. 5).

Majority of complications in burn injury and 
chronic wounds, such as tissue necrosis or endo-
thelial and neurovascular function, can be traced 
back to failed or poor perfusion at the microcircu-
latory level.54 Such alterations in tissue perfusion 
may be rapidly detected using LSI. Noncontact 
scan of large areas of almost 10 × 10 in makes LSI 
an attractive option for clinical use. A key limita-
tion of LSI is its superficial depth of scan (0.3 mm). 
As long as the perfusion of an exposed tissue such 
as skin is of interest, LSI is powerful (Fig. 6). [See 
Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 2, which 
shows that Laser speckle perfusion imaging shows 
dynamic changes in wound-site blood flow over 
time in pigs. Mean perfusion at the wound edge 
(A) and wound bed (B) from all the time points 
are shown in the line graph. Data represent mean 
± SD (scale bar = 1 cm) (n = 3 pigs),7 http://links.

lww.com/PRS/B812.] For the study of blood flow 
dynamics in deeper-lying gated blood vessels, 
Doppler ultrasound imaging is powerful.7

Ultrasound Doppler Imaging
The same device that provides B-mode har-

monic ultrasound imaging of wound depth (dis-
cussed in Harmonic Ultrasound Imaging section) 

Fig. 5. High-resolution laser speckle contrast analysis on human 
skin. (Above) Perfusion recordings were performed using a high-
resolution (20 µm) laser speckle camera (Perimed Inc., Jarfalla, 
Sweden), and color-coded perfusion map was obtained. After 
the completion of perfusion recordings, average perfusion was 
calculated using PimSoft v1.4 software. (Below) The raw perfu-
sion data were then converted to binary raw data videos, and 
postprocessing was performed using software developed on 
MATLAB-based platform to visualize the microvasculature. 
Restricted perfusion is indicated by the white arrows. All human 
studies were approved by The Ohio State University’s Institu-
tional Review Board. Declaration of Helsinki protocols was fol-
lowed and patients gave their written informed consent.

http://links.lww.com/PRS/B812
http://links.lww.com/PRS/B812
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is capable of performing dual function by provid-
ing the capability of ultrasound Doppler imaging.7 
B-mode ultrasound imaging works within a fre-
quency range of 20 to 200 MHz. In the case of full-
thickness deep wounds or large burns where the 
superficial microvascular network is completely 
devastated, the wound tissue relies on perforator 
arteries for reperfusion of the site of injury.55 On 
one hand, at the surface microenvironmental cues 
induce the generation of angiogenic factors and 
proliferation of vascular cells. During the tissue 
repair process, this angiogenic cascade unfolds 
such that following resolution of inflammation 
a nascent microvascular network is reestablished 
waiting to be perfused by blood supply from one 
or more intact perforator arteries supplying the 
site of injury.55 As such artery approaches the site 
of injury, it plumbs the nascent microvascular 
network, causing blood to flow through the new 
microvessels.55 This flow provides signals from 
vascular maturation toward sustained patency.55 
Thus, hemodynamics in the perforator arteries 
represent a critical contributor to wound perfu-
sion. The blood flow in these perforator arteries 
may be gated and all aspects of hemodynamics 
measured using Doppler ultrasound imaging 
(Fig. 7). [See Figure, Supplemental Digital Con-
tent 3, which shows that ultrasound measurement 

Fig. 6. Laser speckle perfusion imaging shows dynamic changes 
in wound-site blood flow over time in pigs. Perfusion was visual-
ized as a 2D color-coded map of blood flow (red = high; blue = 
low). Perfusion maps were acquired for all time points. A dashed 
line box representing the original wound size (1” × 1”) was 
drawn on perfusion images to show changes in perfusion and 
wound size over time (n = 3 pigs).7

Fig. 7. Ultrasound measurement of pulse pressure indicates 
enhanced blood flow via feeder vessels supplying the edge of the 
wound. (Above) Noblus ultrasound system (Hitachi-Aloka Medical 
Inc., Japan) was used in this imaging skin. (Center) Tissue Doppler 
color flow imaging feature of this system uses the Doppler principle 
in which the sound reflects from the pulsating blood particles and 
the signal is color-coded to red (flow toward probe). This technique 
is capable of detecting arteries and measuring maximum flow rate 
in the skin and wound regions. The color-coded images are over-
laid on B-mode. Feeder vessels were defined based on the depth of 
the detected vessels (up to 12 mm deep from the skin surface with 
the consideration that deeper vessels may not represent the vessel 
supplying the wound site) and size of vessel detected (using mea-
surement tools in the Hitachi software, vessel size was measured 
and size-matched vessels were used for flow measurement). Blood 
flow was performed as indicated by arrow. Gating the blood vessel 
provided the blood flow velocity profiles as shown below. (Below) 
Velocity profile images of arterial wound-edge blood flow as mea-
sured by pulse wave Doppler flow are shown. Profiles of diastole 
(peaks) and systole (troughs) are indicated by arrows. From the pul-
sation caused by systole and diastole of the heart beat, pulse pres-
sure can be calculated using Bernoulli equation.7
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of pulse pressure indicates enhanced blood flow 
via feeder vessels supplying the edge of the wound. 
(A) Velocity profile images of arterial wound-edge 
blood flow as measured by pulse wave Doppler 
flow show changes in velocity profile over time. 
(B) Flow velocities measured using the caliper 
feature of the software (cm/s) were plotted over 
time in the graph (n = 3 pigs). (C) Mean arterial 
pulse pressure values (mm Hg) of vessels feed-
ing the wound area were calculated using Ber-
noulli’s modified hemodynamics equation and 
represented graphically (n = 3 pigs). Data repre-
sent mean ± SD,7 http://links.lww.com/PRS/B813.] 
Using a linear array probe with a frequency range 
of 3 to 18 MHz, live imaging of wound tissue and 
gated flow measurements in perforator arteries 
can be accomplished within 15 minutes. Typi-
cally, depending on the scenario, the wound may 
be covered by Tegaderm (D-41453; 3M Health 
Care, Neuss, Germany). Ultrasound coupling gel 
is applied on the Tegaderm followed by scanning 
of the wound tissue.56 The same scan provides 
information on wound depth using B-mode imag-
ing and elastography, and vascular hemodynam-
ics using Doppler imaging.7 The disadvantage for 
this imaging platform is that it is not applicable 
to study microvascular perfusion. In tandem with 
LSI, Doppler ultrasound may provide compre-
hensive information on wound tissue perfusion as 
well as changes in wound depth over time.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES AND 
CONCLUSIONS

It is only a matter of time that imaging plat-
forms will be an integral part of wound clinics. 
Based on the current state of hardware and soft-
ware capabilities, it is predictable that most clini-
cal systems will be turn-key. However, it would be 
necessary for clinical staff to train such that data 
collection may be conducted in a productive man-
ner. It would also be important to recognize the 
specific advantages and limitations of each imag-
ing platform such that data interpretation is well 
guided. The need to estimate wound depth is crit-
ical in both chronic wound and burn injury set-
tings. The use of harmonic ultrasound technology 
for that purpose would be productive. Options 
for the study of tissue vascularization are many. If 
noncontact and noninvasive criteria are of impor-
tance, LSI is powerful. A major advantage of har-
monic ultrasound imaging of wound depth is that 
the same system is capable of providing infor-
mation on blood flow dynamics in gated feeder 
arteries or perforators. With many productive 

imaging platforms to choose from, wound care is 
about to be transformed by technology that would 
help assess wound severity and estimate healing 
potential.
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